We study out-of-time-order correlators (OTOC) in XY model, including both local and nonlocal ones. Considering the presence of anisotropic parameter γ and magnetic field λ, we mainly focus on their influences on OTOC in thermodynamical limit. We study the whole evolution of all possible OTOC, and find their evolution is dependent of (γ, λ). In the early time, it exhibits universal t 2 growth when λ = 1. And the t −1/4 late-time decay found in quantum Ising model at critical point is actually special, for other regions show very different power law behaviors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chaos is an interesting property of quantum system. It's closely related to the nature of quantum mechanics and black holes, making it attractive in several physics communities like condensed matter physics, quantum information and high energy physics.
Recently, a conjecture was proposed to establish a bound on strong quantum chaos [1] , also named as quantum butterfly effect [2] , who characterizes the behavior of chaos as ∼ e λ L t . The Lyapunov exponent λ L is unbounded for classical systems and bounded as λ L ≤ 2πk B T / for quantum systems. And systems saturate this bound are called fast scrambler [3, 4] , like black holes. But there also exist some models that don't show such exponential growth [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , which are known as slow scrambler. So it's interesting to figure out the exact physical meaning of these phenomenons.
Quantum chaos can be characterized by Out-of-Time-Order Correlator (OTOC), which captures extra information differed from two-point correlation function. It can also be understood as measurement of delocalization of operator spreading. Consider following quantity
where ... ≡ e −βH ... / e −βH denotes thermal average at temperature T = 1/β and W (l, t) ≡ e iHt W (l)e −iHt . Assuming operators W and V are both unitary and Hermitian, we can rewrite it as C(l, t) = 1 − Re[F (l, t)], where F (l, t) = W (l, t)V (0)W (l, t)V (0) is OTOC for its special time ordering. It attracts a lot of attention not only because its richness in theoretical physics, but also because OTOC now can be measured experimentally [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Behavior of OTOC with respect to time can be separated into three parts: early-time behavior, behavior around wavefront, and late-time behavior. Each part can be described by a corresponding form. The early-time behavior is usually characterized by Hausdorff-Baker-Campbell (HBC) formula. And around the wavefront, recently there is a conjectured universal * Electronic address: baojh5@mail2.sysu.edu.cn † Electronic address: zhangchengyong@fudan.edu.cn form to describe the ballistic broadening [16, 17] 
where v B is spreading velocity of butterfly effect, and p is a coefficient related to models. For example, p = 1 for random circuit model [18] [19] [20] , p = 1/2 for non-interacting translation-invariant model [16, 21, 22] , p = 0 for SachdevYe-Kitaev (SYK) model [23] and chains of coupled SYK dots at large N [24] . At last, for the late-time behavior along fixedvelocity rays, the behavior of local OTOC is expected to be C(l, t) ∼ e −λ(v=l/t)t , where λ(v) is Lyapunov exponent dependent of velocity v.
So, in order to understand the behavior of chaos growth and verify these forms, it's promising to calculate OTOC in different models. Recently, some work have been done to analyze the OTOC in conformal field theories [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , Luttinger liquids [30] , and also some lattice integrable models like quantum Ising chain [31] , hard-core boson model [21] , quadratic fermions [32] , random field XX spin chain [33] , XY spin chain without external magnetic field and symmetric Kitaev chain [34] . Scrambling was observed in critical point of Ising quantum model for nonlocal operators. It's well known that both quantum Ising model and XX model can be seen as special cases of XY model [35] , who possesses an extra anisotropy parameter γ. It denotes the difference of component in x and y direction for two nearest neighbours coupling. As this anisotropy property is common in real physical systems, and XY model itself has many nontrivial quantum phase transitions and properties [36] , it's interesting to study OTOC in XY model, especially the behavior of chaos growth and information scrambling.
Here we will consider OTOC in generic XY model, with both anisotropy parameter γ and magnetic field λ. And we will study OTOC with different types of behaviors, i.e. local F zz and nonlocal F xx , F yy , F xy , F xz , F yz . The main goal here is to find out how these two parameters affect the behavior of OTOC in the whole process of chaos spreading. This paper is organized as follows. We will introduce XY model in Section II, including its quantum phase transition, and relation with both XX model and quantum Ising chain. In Section III, the calculation procedure of OTOC will be outlined, and the detailed analysis of early-time and long-time behaviors will be presented. Then in Section IV we will briefly discuss these results and conclude.
II. XY MODEL
XY model is one of the simplest non-trivial integrable model, for its rich phase diagram and possible ability to study new effects. The Hamiltonian of it is
where γ is anisotropy coefficient, describes the difference of interactive strength in the x and y components, and λ is magnetic field along z direction. (γ, λ) decides the phase and property of this model, when γ = 0 it equals to isotropic XY model (also called XX model), and γ = 1 we recover quantum Ising model. The relationship between them is shown in Fig.1 , and we can see that there is corresponding critical region for each model. Notice the critical regions at λ = 1 (blue line) and γ = 0, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (green line) are conformal invariant, correspond to c = 1/2 CFT and c = 1 CFT, respectively. But the point (0, 1) is not conformal since the dynamical critical exponent of it is equal to 2 [37] . And the other regions are also quite interesting, like (1, 0), whose ground states are highly degenerate. So we will study the OTOC of XY model in all regions.
Ising XX [38] , colored shadow area is the corresponding critical region of each model. We only plot one quadrant because the existence of symmetry γ → −γ and λ → −λ.
To calculate OTOC, we should diagonalize the Hamiltonian using Jordan-Wigner transformation and Bogoliubov transformation first. With convention J = c = = 1, we can rewrite the Pauli matrices by spin operators σ
Continue with Jordan−Wigner transformation a j = exp iπ j−1 l=1 c † l c l c j and consider thermodynamic limit, we can impose c-cyclic boundary condition, i.e. c N +1 = c 1 and neglecting the boundary term. Then the Hamiltonian becomes
Afterwards, we can use appropriate Fourier transform c k =
where
is dispersion of the elementary excitations and the Bogoliubov angle θ k satisfies tan(2θ k ) = γ sink λ−cosk .
III. OUT-OF-TIME-ORDER CORRELATOR
With the diagonalized Hamiltonian we are able to calculate OTOC of XY model now. Choosing different combinations of (γ, λ), and using Pauli matrices to replace operators W and V , we need to calculate following term
where µ, ν = x, y, z. The Pauli matrices can be expressed by fermionic operators in Majorana representation
Now all the OTOC can be expressed as thermal average of Majorana fermions sequences. For example,
A 0 B 0 , and in thermodynamical limit, it can be computed using Wick's theorem, which turns the calculation of long sequence into combination of twopoint correlation functions. We will use Pfaffian method here to do the calculation numerically following [31] .
The Pfaffian method [39, 40] can be expressed as
where Pf(Φ) = Det(Φ) if the matrix Φ is skew-symmetric, i.e. Φ ii = 0 and Φ ij = −Φ ji . And the matrix Φ is constructed in terms of Majorana correlation functions, Φ ij = X i X j , where X i is i−th element inside thermal average function X 1 X 2 ... . So, the basic correlation functions are A m (t)A n , A m (t)B n , B m (t)A n and B m (t)B n , their expressions are shown in Appendix A.
A. local OTOC
As shown in Eq.8, operator σ z j = −A j B j is local because it's consisted of fermions only at site j, and σ x j and σ y j are nonlocal for their connection with all sites of fermions before site j. Locality is an important distinguishing property, because OTOC actually represents the delocalization of operator. Now we consider local ZZ OTOC first.
Follow Eq.8) and Eq.9, we have
with Pfaffian tricks, we can compute this numerically. Evolution of C zz with respect to site l is exhibited in Fig.2 . We choose time t = 30, system size N = 500, fix one of γ or λ, and vary the other one from 0 to 1. Notice that each line is shifted by 2γ or 2λ (dependents on which one varies) in order to offer clearer visualization. Interestingly, a cone structure is observed, not with time but γ or λ. The scrambling behavior of chaos at point (1, 0) is gathered around its own site. XY model at this point corresponds to Ising model without external magnetic field, which is neither critical nor conformal. Notice this phenomenon is generally lifted away from point (1, 0), It can be understood by the analysis of HBC formula
when H = − After study the spreading with site, it's more important to study the evolution behavior of C zz with time. As each part of its evolution is different, we first show the main results of early-time behavior in Fig.3 . This part is also described by HBC formula, and the early-time power law behavior of site l is decided by the lowest order expansion that makes commutator [L n (W ), V ] = 0. We can see from Fig.3 that the early-time power law growth is ∼ t 4l−2 for (1, 1), ∼ t 2l for (0, 1) and ∼ t 2 for other regions. The first two results can be easily checked by the calculations from HBC formula. We use (0, 1) as an example, where the hamiltonian becomes H = − . We can find it doesn't commute with σ z 1 , which corresponds to t 1 growth, similar conclusion holds for higher l. Then the ∼ t 2l growth can be found for the doubled commutators.
But when λ < 1, calculation from HBC formula doesn't agree with the results found in Fig.3 . We can see t 2 growth is found when λ → 0, denotes the commutator [W (l, t), V ] will not vanish at first order for any site l. But from HBC formula we know when H = − ) for (1, 0) point, the early-time behavior should be t 2l and C(l, t) ∼ 0 for l > 1. Moreover, from Fig.3 we can see C(l, t) will vanish at the odd site when λ → 0, which is also not able to recover by HBC formula. The reason why these discrepancies exist need further investigation.
In addition to the early-time behavior, wavefront of chaos spreading also has meaningful information. The evolution of wavefront of C(l, t) should be characterized by a universal form, i.e. Eq. (2) by the conjecture. Here we will use results of XY model to test it. The behavior of C xx around wavefront is shown in Fig.4 . We use −|l − v B t| 1+p /t p and log(C zz ) as horizontal and vertical coordinates to test the the form, here we set v B = 1. These results corresponds to the time region around l 0 /v B , here we fix l 0 = 20, and we find that the relation is satisfied except (1, 0) point. Moreover, when p = 0.5 the linear relation fitted best, so we can conclude that for the regions expect (1, 0), our results support this form and have
Figure 4: Behavior of Czz around wavefront. p is the parameter in Eq. (2), −|l − vBt| 1+p /t p and log(Czz) are horizontal and vertical coordinates in order to test the the conjectured universal form. Now we can continue to study the late-time part of C zz , the main results are exhibited in Fig.5 . Similarly we plot longtime evolution at four point of XY model in the first four pictures, and only (1, 0) shows t 0 behavior, which means it doesn't decay with time. This result agrees with our former analysis, since Ising model without external magnetic field gathers its chaos locally, when l → ∞ we have C zz (l, t) → 0 . And other regions all show t −1 decay, including the regions very close to (1, 0), which we have plotted in the last two pictures. This behavior can be understood by the stationary phase approximation of fermionic correlation functions, i.e. when t → ∞, we have [31] 
where π is the second derivative of k with k = π.
B. nonlocal OTOC
In XY model, all OTOC contain nonlocal operators σ x j or σ y j are nonlocal. But since the operators σ x j and σ y j change the fermion parity, their Heisenberg evolution can't simply obtained from A j (t) and B j (t). Following the method used in [31, 41] , we will use the "double trick" to deal with the calculation of OTOC, which need to construct a new form which can be calculated by Wick's theorem directly. Consider quantity
for large enough N , invoking Lieb-Robinson bound and cluster property [41] , we can get
For xx OTOC, we need to calculate quantity Γ xx (j, t), which can be expressed as
Then we can use Pfaffian method to calculate it. First construct a matrix Φ xx of dimension 4(N − 2j) × 4(N − 2j), then compute F xx (j, t) as
the sign of it can be recovered by requiring the "continuity" of F xx (j, t). More specifically, there are two rules for all the points on site j and time t: turning least directions and choosing closest distance. And we should notice that when j > vt, F xx → 1 for the existence of light cone.
Results of F xx with respect to site x are shown in Fig.6 , with system size N = 500 and fixed time t = 30. It's drawn in the same way as C zz , but the cone structure of C xx is not as obvious as that of local C zz . This result can be understood as the locality at point (1, 0) no longer exists for the operator itself becomes nonlocal.
When considering the time evolution of C xx , due to the non-locality of operator, the universal form around wavefront is no longer valid, so we focus on early-time and late-time behavior here. The early-time results are shown in Fig.7 , different from local one, the odd sites don't vanish as λ → 1, which can also be explained by the nature of non-locality. And the power law behavior is ∼ t 4l+2 for (1, 1), ∼ t 2l+1+(−1) l for (0, 1), and ∼ t 2 for other regions. The first two results can also be recovered by HBC formula as before.
The late-time behavior is somehow more subtle. In [31] , the author found that for (1, 1) Ising model at critical point, |F xx | exhibits nontrivial t −1/4 decay at late time, here we study this phenomenon in other regions. The results are shown in Fig.8 , and we can see that only (1, 1) point decays in this way, other regions show more complicated behaviors. Actually they all decay faster than (1, 1) point, except (0, 0) point.
In addition to C xx , we also study other nonlocal OTOC like C xy , C yy , C xz and C yz , which can be calculated in the similar way as C xx . Following Eq.8 and Eq.14, we have Γ xz (j, t) =
Γ yy and Γ yz can be constructed in the similar way.
We show their early-time and late-time behaviors in Table. I and Table. II. These results are quite interesting, besides the (1, 1) and (0, 1) early-time behavior which can be perfectly recovered by HBC formula, other regions all show t 2 growth.
Another interesting part is the long-time behavior of OTOC. The negative power law behavior of |F µν | denotes the presence of scrambling of nonlocal OTOC, and the negative power law of C zz denotes the absence of scrambling of local OTOC. t 0 means the chaos spreading doesn't evolve with time at all. But the different power law found in Table. II is somehow not trivial, it's interesting if these results can be given by analytical calculation other than numerical method performed here, so we leave it as an open question. 
